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III. Outreach and Communication Programmes 

 
III.2 Highlighting programme: IQST keynote lectures 

 
Content, objective and scope 

The IQST highlighting programme connects IQST to other leaders in quantum science, 
and advertise quantum science and technologies as a whole. The IQST keynote 
lectures are given by renowned and world-leading researchers in the field and are open 
to everyone, including the general public. 

 

Funding  

The highlighting programme covers costs for travel and accommodation. The IQST 
office will offer support in organising and communicating the event. 

 

Review Criteria 

 World-renowned and distinguished scientist in quantum-related topics of the 
highest prestige and calibre 

 Plan for networking with the IQST community, including early-career scientists 

 Keynote lecture and topic aimed at a broad audience 

 Application must take place min. 8 weeks before the planned keynote lecture 

 

 

Application 

Applicants are invited to submit a proposal to the IQST office iqst@iqst.org. The 
proposal will be reviewed and decided upon by the IQST board. 

 

For any questions, please contact IQST office or IQST directors 

Stefanie Barz, stefanie.barz@fmq.uni-stuttgart.de   

Fedor Jelezko, fedor.jelezko@uni-ulm.de  
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Applicant:  
 
Name Affiliation  e-mail 

   

 
IQST Zeiss keynote lecture:  
 
Name Affiliation  e-mail (contact) 

   

 

1. What is the scientist to be invited renowned and distinguished for? 
 

2. What will the topic of the planned keynote lecture be? How will it address a 
broad audience? 

 

3. How will the scientist interact with the IQST community, including early-
career researchers? 

 
4. Is there planned date and venue of the keynote lecture, and if so, when are 

where? 

 
5. Preliminary time schedule and financial budget (activities and expenses) 

according to general universities guidelines for travel expenses: 
 
Visiting from – to:   … (dd/mm/yy) 
Travel (train/car):     ...€ (travel to research location and back) 
Accommodation:   ...€ 
Additional costs:    …€ 

 

6. Appendix: CV of invited scientist  

 

Note: 

Upon approval by the IQST board, instructions for cost accounting will be 
communicated per email. Scanned copies of all incurred expenses must be sent to 
iqst@iqst.org 
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